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Evan Hartzell, Sonorous, 2016. Photograph. Evan Hartzell, La Vista, 2016. Photograph.



Prologue

The forest is a lie,

The clouds are not undone,

But made sly,

As smoke is your enemy,

And death lives near your hands,

Tied,

The fear inside metallic walls,

That you shall never see,

The color green.

The dead thing is alive,

As he was never living,

Yet now,

Not to die,

As a robotic figure it stands.

The gods can only sigh,

When they see you,

Fire rifles at their heaven,

And see torture inside darkness.

The oil birds scream out why,

As the ice is all hot melted,

And fire burns inside,

Undone by nuke after nuke,

Who dares to plead with a glowing crown.

The forest is a lie,

The tears do not drop,

But hang there,

In dazed eyes,

As another watches your every move to find,

And purpose is dead but to find a sign,

That the stars are still watching,

Behind your ruined land.

Aristotle Hartzell 2016



Salvador Alvarez, Temple, 2016. Photograph.



The Dream I Had While Under

The dream I had while under
A place of crumbled stone
Kind of like an orchard
Sweet fruits

Here, the wise queen prayed
While her subjects promenade
Telling plans of traveling
To far off stars while sleeping

Here, the queen was picturing
All the colors lined up so
Like lapis lapis lazuli 
And curling primrose red

Here, the queen was questioning
And letting mystery in
Everything she ever knew 
Made quiet for the new

The dream I had while under
A tent of sparkling stones
My service suit transcended
You do see it, where it glows?

Laura Alvarez 2016
Laura Alvarez, Miracle in the Garden. 2007

Ball point pen on paper.



Dream in which 

Stumbling, I counted the steps to the bathroom, blind. It wasn't that dark 
and it wasn't that bad. But my back hurt and my hips were aching as 
well. It was hard to think about what to do next. I wanted to rest but the 
pressure I felt was weighing heavy on my one good shoulder. It didn't 
help that I was still afraid of the singer who might ruin his rather flawless 
career. Then someone reminded me I was now officially alone and 
truly sad and lonely. I wanted to know the feeling of looking and deeply 
reaching the boat I was on. 

The lights in the next room opened my eyes. I reached for a pen and 
stumbled. There was something I had to sign, but first I wanted to touch 
her bed again.

Todd Baron 2016



Fátima Séneca, After the Rain, 2016. Photograph.



Sound

 

The melody King David sang 

To the words he wrote 

About the Valley of the Shadow of Death --- 

That sound he honed on the edge of suffering

As he grasped for purchase on the slipping shale of

Loneliness and fatigue —

That vibration echoed in a heart

That reached for God

And found Love.

Maureen O’Leary 2015



Kate Register, Atomic Bouquet, 2016. Oil on canvas.



Ysidro Hartzell, Art Has No Meaning,  2015. Pen and watercolor.



Windows
After Sam Francis Untitled, 1974/1976, acrylic on canvas

 

Painted edges became my sanctuary

A bit of me

            shatters in colors

Vibrant pigments onto canvas, paper, walls

Anything to prolong death 

 

The Bay area’s light and muted colors depict my grieving pain

At Berkeley, emerged an artist while breaking free from my roots

Yellow glow reminiscent of my childhood in San Mateo

Before my mother died, I was twelve

I fell in love with color again

Paris does this to artists

Each stroke paints myself back to life

Body broken

Named it Tachisme,craze of the moment

Abstraction how I see the world

Each painting reflects my philosophy

Over forty years colors ebbed onto canvas

Each piece reveals the matrix of my life

Joy pushes me to finish the last series

In Los Angeles, all was clear and bright

reina alejandra prado 2016



Paul O’Connor, Today’s Crisp Light,  2016. Photograph.



Gustavo LeClerc, Cancíon Popular, 1990. Ink on Paper.



evan hartzell, not the only ones, 2016. Photograph.

humans,

we are all here-

along with a few others.

¿que debemos hacer

with our senses,

taste, touch, sight, sound and 
smell

maybe there are many, many 
more...

forgotten how

to use

‘bring that beat back

massive

evan hartzell 2016
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